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Exploring contributions of women photographers in the First World War, No Man’s Land departs from the
received notions of women’s role in this conflict as ‘supplementary’. Mixing images of military engagement,
leisure, and medical care, NML portrays a porous boundary between military and civilian life.

Bradford communities group New Focus helped target a diverse young audience, who collaboratively shaped
the book in a way that reflected the different objectives of individual participants. Drawing from the Imperial
War Museum’s and Liddle Collection’s archives, this edition of 3500 also reprinted plates from the Peace
Museum collections (images unseen for a century), combining mass-produced print technology with the
intimacy of hand-finished objects.

Launched with a centenary touring exhibition by Impressions Gallery, Bradford, NML was aimed at the same
audience that helped produce it, New Focus’s partnering institutions (universities, museums, schools)
echoing NML’s diverse editorial panel: a teaching resource with grass-roots input.

NML won a National Creative Learning Award, judge Esme Ward (Director, Manchester Museum) highlighting
its ‘commitment to breaking stereotypes [by making] the past relevant’ to participants’ lives, her praise of
NML as ‘a school-based resource for the future’ endorsed by English teacher Mr Martin’s statement that ‘I
have been teaching the First World War for five years and the only image of a woman I have used is a
propaganda image for conscription. I am now going to use this publication to ensure the story of women is
also explored.’ Heritage Lottery Fund asked New Focus to present the project as a case study to the House
of Commons. Impressions were approached by National Galleries of Scotland, Museum of Tomorrow (Rio
de Janeiro), and Bradford Museums & Galleries to learn from the project. ‘This is the most innovative thing I
have seen in photography for 10 years’, said Impressions director Anne McNeill.
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